
Hunter X Hunter 
A Fate accelerated add on 

 

Changes from FAE 

- Consequences give you -2 in concerned rolls, stacks, can’t have to be 

invoked.  

So that invoking aspects can fade when Nen is learnt. 
 

Aura 

-You can use Nen after you are awaken, this can either can take 1000h of 

meditation, a willing teacher, or being attacked by someone using Nen. 

-Unless you mediated to acquire Nen, Ten requires a roll to learn with 

penalties biased on the circumstances of the initiation you can use a many 

fate points as you want to for a +2 to the roll. 

If failed you faint and must try again when you come too with no modifier. 

-Your max aura starts at 20 times your fate point refresh. Your aura starts 

20 times the number of remaining fate points, you cannot use fate points 

anymore. 

-You cannot spend more than 20% of your maximum aura per round. 

-You recuperate 10% of your max aura per hour when resting. 5% per hour 

any other time outside of fights. 

- Add 10, 20, and 30 to your max Nen at minor, significant and major 

milestone respectively. 

 

Techniques 

-You can learn a new techniques once per session if you have the 

requirements and you have spent the time in brackets, if you don’t have a 

qualified teacher it takes 5 times longer. 

-Most techniques have several levels, shown by several learning times, you 

require to the previous levels before learning a higher one. 

I want progression and training to be a major factor to follow the Shōnen atmosphere 
 

-Ten: (Na, 10h, 20h) 

You can spend up to 20, 50, 100 aura points to defend reducing 1 

damage for every 10 spent.  

 

-Ren: (10h, 20h, 30h) 

You can add up to 20, 50, 100 aura points to an attack increasing the 

roll by 1 for every 10 spent. 

 

-Zetsu: (10h, 20h, 30h) 

You can become invisible to Gyo, can’t be tracked and track Nen user, 

leaves you unable to use Nen for 10, 3 seconds regenerate double the 

amount of aura per turn. 

 

-Gyo: (15h, 30h, 45h), requires Ren 

 You can see auras and abilities (2+). 

 

-In: (15h, 30h, 45), requires Zetsu 2 

You can become mostly invisible to Gyo and can’t be tracked, can still 

defend with Nen. 

 

-En: (20h, 40h, 60h), requires Ren 2 and Ten 2 



You can spend up to 20, 50, 100 aura points per 5 seconds for a sphere 

centred on the character of 1m for every 2. You know every action 

that takes place in the sphere and gain +2 for every roll involving a 

character in the sphere. 

 

-Shu: (20h) requires Ten 2 

You can use Ten and Ren to improve an object that you touch or store 

aura in an object to use later. 

 

-Ken: (20h) requires Ten 2, Ren 2 

You can spend up to 30 per 10 minutes reducing the damage of the 

first impact by one point per 3 spent. Does no count towards your 

spending for the turn. 

 

-Ko: (20h) requires Ten 2, Ren 2, Zetsu 2, Gyo 2 

You can use with Ten and Ren for half the price and double the 

amount. Has to be your only use of Nen this round or the next,. 

 

-Ryu: (30h, 90h) requires Gyo 3, Zetsu 3 

 When you use Ko you can use Nen the round after. 

 When using Ten or Ren without Ko you can add 1, 2 to your roll for 

free. 

 

 

Nen types and Hatsu abilities 

- A characters Nen type should be determined by both the GM and the 

player following the personality types. 

- In game it should be unveiled using an appropriate technique they then 

become an aspect. 

- Players design their own abilities in words, the GM and the player then 

decide a on the mechanics and stats and time needed to learn with several 

possible levels. 

- Abilities have one or several Nen types that should match their design. 

- Ability’s and character’s Nen type should be taken into account when 

stating the ability. 

-There is a limit to Hatsu, the GM should give a percentage based on the 

complexity of the ability, once a hundred percent in reached the first 

ability learnt is lost, this should be withheld from the player until they try to 

use that ability. 

- A player can chose to take a vow and add limitations on an ability at any 

time, if no consequence have been set destroy or damage abilities, 

damaged abilities requires an training time. 

   

 


